
 

How to Be a Magician Kit by Ellusionist - Zauberset

How To Be A Magician is an ALL NEW visual training package that allows
ANYONE to perform MIRACLES, build confidence and OWN any party they walk
into.

The FULL PROJECT includes a box of SPECIAL PROPS + downloadable videos
packed with 47 incredible tricks.

Good for every skill level, starts super easy and moves up as you get better.

NOTE: The Kit originally debuted on Kickstarter (a crowd funding platform) and
funded in only ONE day. There was originally a LITE version of the kit offered but
we found that almost EVERYONE wanted the full kit with all props included. This
is the option offered today.

HOW TO BE A MAGICIAN
THE KIT THAT TAKES YOU FROM 0-60 FAST!

"90 DAY, IRON-CLAD MONEY BACK GUARANTEE"

You might be going something like this...

"This is fake. This can't work. Look at these claims. I'll never be able to do this."

We know because we've been there. And we don't fault you. But we can end that
voice in your head. First, remember one thing. This is all we do, is teach this
stuff. We've done it for two decades and have taught over a million magicians.
Some of them are on TV. We've taught many of the magicians you see on
America's Got Talent.

This kit WILL BE everything you hoped for. We already know it, and so we'll put
our money on the line... instead of yours.

Have you seen those return it "within 10 days" policies? It's the standard, but we
never thought it was enough. You barely have enough time to get it out of the
package!

So go ahead and take a full 90 days...learn a few of the best tricks. Pull out a few
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of the best tricks at the office, at Sunday dinner with the folks....make a few
things disappear. Get acclaim. Get reactions.

If How to Be a Magician doesn't do everything we say it will, send back the kit
within 90 days and Ellusionist will refund every cent of your hard earned money 
(minus shipping).

Over 10,000 buyers (and rising every second) can't be wrong. So that's 100% of
the risk taken out of it and there should be nothing stopping you.

Learn to captivate any crowd. Do what others can't do.

WHAT DO I GET? 
How To Be A Magician is an ALL NEW visual training package that allows
ANYONE to perform MIRACLES, build confidence and OWN any party they walk
into.

With your help, we'll manufacture a box of special props that you carry with you
at all times that will allow you to perform incredible magic at any moment.

You'll learn how to...

Bite a coin in HALF, then blow it back together
Make ink disappear and move around
Pull a silk from a "hole" in the middle of your hand
Vanish a cigarette - visibly
Make objects move without touching them
Teleport items into someone's hand
+ 41 OTHER INCREDIBLE TRICKS

The FULL PROJECT includes a box of SPECIAL PROPS + downloadable videos
packed with 47 incredible tricks.

Good for every skill level, starts super easy and moves up as you get better.

WHO IS IT FOR? 
How To Be A Magician is for EVERYONE over 10.

It's for Dads who want to do tricks for their kids.... dudes who want to impress the
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ladies (it WORKS)... and any person who wants to do a couple of 'killer' tricks at
parties without putting a lampshade on their head!

Life is tough enough already, let's have some FUN!!

Here are some more suggestions...

Your Boyfriend or Husband (Now he's less boring at parties)
Your Son or Daughter or Nephew/Niece (Keep them occupied during your
Game Of Throne marathons) 
Your estranged nephew you forgot to get a Xmas gift for. (Cheaper than
an Xbox) 
Yourself (It'll be our little secret, we won't tell anyone) 

The material is taught by real, professional magicians. We've hand-picked some
of the greatest and easiest magic on earth to give even the newest beginner the
appearance of years of practice and polish.

You'll be breaking out these tricks every chance you get and getting "WTFs!!!" all
over the place. (And not the kind of WTFs you're used to either.)

THE HOW TO BE A MAGICIAN KIT INCLUDES TWO DVDS LOADED WITH
AMAZING TRICKS, PLUS A SPECIAL BOX OF COVERT PROPS THAT HELP
YOU DO THE MAGIC

This first video will teach you 38 easy tricks to break-out anytime, anywhere.

Make a card 'teleport' into a spectators hand
Vanish a borrowed coin
A corner of their card disappears and appears under their watch
Stop your pulse at will
Make a signed coin bend in a spectators hand
Win FREE drinks by reading someone's mind
Look like an expert card cheat WITHOUT years of practice (or jail time!)
+ 31 other AMAZING TRICKS

TAKE IT UP A NOTCH WITH THIS BOX OF SPECIAL PROPS

You'll learn how to...
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Bite a coin in HALF, then blow it back together
Make ink disappear and move around
Pull a silk from a "hole" in the middle of your hand
Vanish a cigarette - visibly
Make objects move without touching them
Teleport items into someone's hand
+ 41 OTHER INCREDIBLE TRICKS

 & MORE .... 
We COULD list each one, but it would ruin the magic.

This is OUR secret from now on, and most of these props will never be seen by
the people you're showing tricks to.

They stay in the background and help YOU do the magic. Think of them as little
helpers, letting you be as awesome as possible.

WATCH THE VIDEO OF A TRICK BEING PERFORMED BY ELLUSIONIST
FOUNDER BRAD CHRISTIAN.... THIS TRICK IS INCLUDED IN YOUR KIT.
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